Influenza in the Elderly – A Mini-Review
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Epidemiology and Disease Burden

Seasonal influenza, directly or indirectly, causes approximately 36,000 deaths each year \cite{1} and 226,000 hospitalizations \cite{2}. The risk of influenza-related death increases exponentially after the age of 65, with elderly people incurring more than 90\% of overall influenza-related mortality annually \cite{1}. Not just age, but the presence of underlying comorbid conditions further increases the risk of death from influenza. Nursing-home residents are most susceptible to influenza, given their multimorbidity and greater exposure risk through close living quarters and shared caregivers. Frailty and nutritional deficiencies may exacerbate their vulnerability to disease even more.

Influenza can produce significant functional decline in elderly patients \cite{3}. In general, over one third of hospitalized patients age 70 or older leave the hospital more disabled than when they arrived \cite{4}. Since influenza-related hospitalizations are more frequent and prolonged among elderly patients, influenza likely contributes significantly to this functional loss.

Introduction

Influenza remains the leading cause of infectious death among elderly people, largely due to declining immune competence with age. It is also the most important agent of outbreaks of respiratory illness. Influenza continues to be important despite advances in its prevention and control due to the unique ability of the virus to undergo frequent antigenic variation. Minor changes in the structure of the surface glycoproteins, hemagglutinin and neuraminidase (antigenic drift) allow for yearly, typically winter, epidemics. Major changes (antigenic shift) occur less frequently and are associated with worldwide pandemics.
control in elderly individuals, but a more powerful innate immune response in the younger individuals.

Although disproportionately fewer elderly people developed clinical influenza, their mortality during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic remained substantial. For example, an analysis of patients hospitalized with pandemic H1N1 virus in California found that persons ≥50 years of age had the highest influenza fatality rate (18–20%) [6]. As with seasonal influenza, the presence of underlying chronic diseases increased the mortality risk [6].

Transmission and Viral Shedding

Influenza is transmitted primarily through droplet aerosols generated by coughing, sneezing, or talking [7]. Airborne transmission may occur in health-care settings during aerosol-generating procedures, such as intubation or mechanical ventilation.

In the absence of antiviral treatment, viral shedding typically starts within 24 h before the onset of symptoms, and continues for approximately 5 days in healthy adults [8]. In elderly adults, especially those with significant comorbidities, immunocompromise, or ill enough to require mechanical ventilation, viral shedding can last significantly longer [9]. Shedding can be significantly reduced by the use of antiviral medications within the first 48–96 h of illness [9], and may be prevented altogether with chemoprophylaxis [10].

Pathogenesis and Host Defense

After inhalation, virus particles attach to the ciliated columnar epithelial cells of the respiratory tract. The mechanical defense of the respiratory tract includes mucociliary clearance and cough, both of which are often impaired in older age, and antihemagglutinin mucosal IgA secretory antibodies. Viral replication is also inhibited by type I interferon production from natural killer cells and viral-infected host cells, and these cellular events seem to correlate with the clinical presence of fever. Animal studies suggest that fever generation may accelerate viral clearance, whereas fever suppression may be associated with an increase in the amount of nasal viral shedding [11]. The reduced prevalence of fever with advancing age may help explain why older people shed virus longer than their younger counterparts, presenting less symptomatically, even with potentially deadly illnesses.

Serum IgG antibodies are important in protecting against lower respiratory tract infection and pneumonia. Host antibody responses are strain-specific, and antibodies are absent in individuals without previous exposure to the particular infecting strain or its antigens. Therefore, the propensity of influenza viruses to mutate frequently necessitates the recommended annual vaccinations to help maintain adequate influenza immunity.

In the absence of the above-mentioned host defenses, viral replication and cell death continue, propagating epithelial injury of the respiratory tract. Electron-microscopic images from experimentally infected mice show complete tracheal epithelial desquamation after the first 3 days of infection, and epithelial regeneration in the following days [12]. In fatal pandemic 2009 H1N1 infections, the amount of lung damage has been extensive, evidenced by hyaline membranes, alveolar hemorrhages, and necrotizing bronchiolitis at autopsy [13] (fig. 1). Aberrant immune responses and hyperproduction of inflammatory cytokines such as interferon-γ and TNF-α also frequently lead to fatal influenza [13].

As humoral responses interfere with infection and viral propagation, cell-mediated immune responses, particularly cytotoxic T lymphocytes, contribute to recovery from infection. Cellular responses promote viral clearing...
and also help protect against pneumonia. Because many cytotoxic T lymphocytes respond to peptides from evolutionarily conserved, internal viral proteins, they can be cross-protective against different influenza A strains [14]. Therefore, during pandemic scenarios, when there is little protective humoral immunity in the population, residual cytotoxic T lymphocyte immunity can play a significant protective role [15].

Influenza Immunity and Aging

The mechanisms responsible for immune senescence and their relevance to influenza infection in the elderly have not been fully elucidated, and a detailed review is beyond the scope of this paper. Some of the age-associated changes in immunity and their relevance to influenza are summarized below.

Innate Immunity

Toll-like receptors are evolutionarily conserved molecules, which recognize a broad array of antigens. They are expressed on antigen-presenting cells during an infection, and contribute to the stimulation of the proinflammatory cascade, with the subsequent activation of specific adaptive immunity responses. Experiments in aged mice have shown a decline in the expression of Toll-like receptors on macrophages, and a decrease in the amount of proinflammatory cytokines produced upon antigenic stimulation with influenza compared with young mice [16]. Similarly, older people have fewer plasmacytoid dendritic cells, and produce less interferon-α to stimulate downstream innate and adaptive immune mechanisms [17]. The ensuing muted inflammatory response with reduced interferon and interleukin production helps explain the milder initial clinical presentation of disease, the reduced prevalence of fever in elderly patients, and possibly the reduced vaccine responsiveness in others [18].

Adaptive Immunity

The ability to mount effective humoral responses to new antigens declines with aging. Antibody titers in response to influenza vaccines are often lower in elderly people compared to young adults [19]. Cell-mediated immune responses also decline with age [20], and this may explain why influenza lasts longer in elderly patients. These changes with age likely result from both the normal age-related thymic involution, as well as thymus-independent cell-level changes occurring with antigen-pre-
Secondary Bacterial Pneumonia. Secondary bacterial pneumonia is a major source of influenza-related morbidity and mortality in the elderly. It is characterized by a biphasic illness, with initial typical influenza-type symptoms, a few days of clinical improvement, followed by recurrence of fever, cough with purulent sputum, and evidence of pulmonary consolidations on radiographic testing. The most frequent etiologic pathogens include *Streptococcus pneumoniae*, *Staphylococcus aureus*, and *Haemophilus influenzae* [7]. As with other infections in the aged, the clinical presentation of bacterial pneumonia is often atypical, affecting mental status, and reducing fever or pleuritic chest pain unlike that in younger adults [23]. Bacterial coinfections, although not recognized during the early phase of the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic, played a significant role in the pandemic-associated mortality, being present in approximately one third of the fatal cases [24].

Other Complications
Exacerbation of chronic pulmonary disease, such as asthma or chronic bronchitis, frequently complicates influenza infections, and can further impair pulmonary function [7]. Mixed viral and bacterial pneumonias may also occur. Influenza-related cardiovascular morbidity, with outcomes of heart disease and stroke, while less recognized, is equally important [25]. Other rare complications, such as myositis, rhabdomyolysis, and encephalitis, have also been described [7].

Diagnosis

Epidemiological Diagnosis
The presence of fever and cough within 48 h of symptom onset has a 79% positive predictive value for influenza during a period of high influenza activity in the community, such as an influenza outbreak [26]. In the absence of an influenza outbreak, clinical manifestations alone are not useful in trying to distinguish influenza from other respiratory viral pathogens such as rhinovirus or coronavirus, and laboratory confirmation should be pursued.

Rapid Antigen Tests
Rapid antigen tests detect virus antigens in the sample. Samples are collected by swabbing the throat, anterior nares or nasopharyngeal mucosa, depending on the test and technician skill. The virus antigen may be free with-in the nasopharyngeal secretions or intracellular. The higher-quality samples have evidence of cellularity as judged by the turbidity of the sample. These tests have the advantage of being widely available in many health-care settings, offering results within minutes from testing. Unfortunately, their sensitivity for detecting both seasonal and pandemic influenza strains remains limited [27]. Therefore, a negative result on a rapid antigen test does not preclude the presence of either seasonal or pandemic 2009 H1N1 influenza, and should not be used for this purpose.

Molecular Diagnostics
Reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) has the advantage of being the most sensitive and specific diagnostic modality, with the ability to distinguish between different influenza types, including the diagnosis of the novel 2009 H1N1 pandemic strain. Molecular diagnostics use samples collected similarly to those for rapid antigen tests. The RT-PCR is the recommended test modality for confirmation of the 2009 H1N1 pandemic strain [28]. Unfortunately, the test remains largely unavailable at the point of care, being primarily used in public health or research laboratories.

Immunofluorescence
Immunofluorescent antibody staining for influenza antigen detection has good sensitivity for the detection of both seasonal and pandemic influenza strains [29]. However, as this test requires considerable technical expertise and a fluorescent microscope, it is not widely available. Samples for immunofluorescence are collected in a similar fashion as those for rapid antigen testing. The test has greater sensitivity in samples that have greater cellularity.

Viral Culture
Although culture has been considered the gold standard for influenza diagnosis, the standard may move to molecular diagnostics in the next years. The time span of several days until culture results become available limits their clinical utility for initial clinical management. Samples suitable for rapid antigen testing can also be used for viral culture, and high cellularity increases the likelihood of viral growth. However, some test kits, like those for molecular diagnostics, include chemicals that stop RNA replication and would also interfere with growing the virus in culture. Viral culture remains a useful modality for confirmation of negative screening tests in cases where influenza is highly suspected and for surveillance [30].
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Measures of antibody change over time provide a useful sensitive and specific tool to confirm the diagnosis of influenza retrospectively, but offer little value to the point of care practitioner.

TREATMENT

Among ambulatory patients, antiviral treatment initiated within the first 48 h of symptom onset can shorten the duration of symptoms and reduce influenza-related complications [30]. Among hospitalized patients, antiviral treatment has been shown to reduce mortality and decrease the length of hospitalization [31], and some benefit remains even if antivirals are started after the first 48 h of symptom onset [32]. The neuraminidase inhibitors are active against most strains of seasonal influenza A and B, and are the treatment of choice for the pandemic 2009 H1N1 influenza A strain. They are generally well tolerated, and are available in oral (oseltamivir) and inhaled powder (zanamivir) formulations. Peramivir, an unapproved investigational neuraminidase inhibitor, is available from the CDC under Emergency Use Authorization for cases of 2009 H1N1 influenza that require intravenous antiviral administration. It should be done in conjunction with bronchodilators [7]. Oseltamivir has lost effectiveness against seasonal H1N1 influenza due to resistance in 98.5% of the seasonal H1N1 isolates from the 2008–2009 season in the US. Fortunately, these strains remain susceptible to zanamivir, amantadine, and rimantadine. During the 2009–2010 influenza season, the predominant strain in circulation was the 2009 pandemic H1N1 strain, which remains largely susceptible to neuraminidase inhibitors. Cases of oseltamivir resistance during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, still exceedingly rare, thus far have occurred mainly in immunocompromised patients with prolonged viral shedding, or in patients who previously received oseltamivir chemoprophylaxis [34]. The M2 inhibitors, amantadine and rimantadine, initially effective against influenza A, are no longer recommended, as virtually all seasonal H3N2 viruses during recent years have become resistant to these agents. They are not active against influenza B or against the 2009 H1N1 pandemic strain. Amantadine or rimantadine do provide protection for seasonal H1N1 influenza A and can be used in place of zanamivir for this indication [30] (table 1).

Prevention

Influenza vaccination offers the most cost-effective approach to influenza prevention. The National Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices recommends influenza vaccination for adults 50 years or older and their caregivers [35]. Among healthy elderly volunteers, the influenza vaccine proved to be 50% effective in reducing laboratory-confirmed influenza compared to a placebo group [36]. Although only 23% effective for elderly over 70 years of age, with a wide confidence interval including 0, the small study sample size limits the confidence in the vaccine efficacy estimate for this population. A Cochrane review of all 5 randomized-control trials found a vaccine effectiveness of 58% against influenza and 43% against influenza-like illness [37]. Another systematic review of studies of influenza vaccine in the elderly, including data from observational trials, found a 26% reduction in hospitalization from influenza and pneumonia, and a 42% reduction in all-cause mortality among community-dwelling elderly [38]. Among nursing-home residents, well-matched vaccines were found to be 46% effective in preventing pneumonia, and 60% effective in reducing all-cause mortality [38]. Vaccine-associated protective effects appear to increase with repeated vaccinations. The study by Ahmed et al. [39] reported less mortality in patients vaccinated more than once compared with patients vaccinated only once (75 vs. 9%). Similarly, in a large population study among community-dwelling elderly followed during 1996 through 2002, annual influenza vaccinations were associated with a significant decrease in the risk of death. Mortality risk, however, increased to 40% above

Table 1. Antiviral treatment of influenza according to drug susceptibility of each influenza strain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antiviral drug</th>
<th>Susceptibility to antiviral drug</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pandemic H1N1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oseltamivir</td>
<td>susceptible1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanamivir</td>
<td>susceptible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amantadine</td>
<td>resistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rimantadine</td>
<td>resistant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Isolated reports of oseltamivir-resistant pandemic H1N1 strains have been reported in immunocompromised patients with prolonged viral shedding, or in patients who have received prior chemoprophylaxis with oseltamivir [34]. The majority of pandemic H1N1 strains remain susceptible to oseltamivir.
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baseline if annual vaccination was interrupted, and returned to baseline after vaccine was reinitiated [40].

Despite these data, the effectiveness of influenza vaccination in reducing all-cause mortality in the elderly has been called into question in recent years. An ecological analysis studying the impact of influenza vaccination on seasonal mortality over 33 seasons, from 1968 to 2001, found that excess winter mortality among US elderly \( \geq 65 \) years of age never exceeded 10% of the total winter mortality. The authors argued, therefore, that the much larger mortality reductions observed repeatedly in observational studies is implausible, and must be the result of bias inherently associated with nonrandomized clinical studies [41]. The analysis also noted a paradoxical increase in all-cause mortality among the elderly people despite steady increases in vaccine coverage over the last decades [41].

However, these observations do not rise to the evidence of the randomized, placebo-controlled trials that establish efficacy. The above study also has been criticized for lack of individual data on vaccination status and other related individual health variables, as one of the major limitations of ecological analyses [42]. The increase in mortality has been explained by the increase in aging of the US population, and the increase in duration of annual influenza epidemics, from an average of 6 weeks during the 1970s to 16 weeks during the 1980s [43].

From an immunological standpoint, concern over the effectiveness of influenza vaccine in the elderly also exists. Most studies agree that current vaccines are less immunogenic and less effective in the elderly population compared with younger, healthier adults. As presented above, this may be due, at least in part, to immune senescence, which impairs the ability to respond appropriately to newly encountered antigens.

All influenza vaccines currently licensed for use in the elderly patients are trivalent inactivated vaccines given intramuscularly. Intranasal live-attenuated influenza vaccines are not approved for use in elderly people. In light of the current limitations associated with influenza vaccines in this population, developing additional strategies for disease prevention in the elderly should be useful. In this regard, an alternate route of vaccine delivery – intradermal administration – was associated with increased immunogenicity in a study of patients older than 60 [44], although other studies have not confirmed these findings [45]. Adjuvanted influenza vaccines represent another potential strategy to increase immunogenicity in elderly patients. In a small study of long-term care facility residents in Italy, an MF59-adjuvant influenza vaccine was more efficacious in preventing influenza-like illness compared with a nonadjuvanted vaccine [46]. The MF59-adjuvanted influenza vaccine has been licensed in Europe since 1997. In a study comparing standard-dose vaccines with a high-dose inactivated influenza vaccine the latter has been shown to be more immunogenic in people older than 65 [47]. Based on these results, a high-dose inactivated influenza vaccine has been recently licensed in the US for individuals \( \geq 65 \) [48].

In addition to these investigational approaches, there is increasing evidence that immunizing children and younger adults, who respond well to current vaccines, would reduce the burden of influenza in the elderly by reducing their exposure risk. For example, a modeling study of the population-wide impact of influenza immunizations suggests that a vaccination rate of 20% among children aged 6 months to 18 years would reduce the total US cases of influenza-related hospitalizations and deaths by half [49]. A study comparing two Russian towns with different childhood immunization policies found that the rate of chronic disease exacerbations was much lower in the town with mass childhood immunization than in the town where childhood immunizations were not provided [50]. Similarly, immunizing school-age children in Japan was associated with substantial reduction in influenza-related mortality in their elderly population [51]. In long-term care facilities, vaccinating health-care workers has been associated with decreased mortality among nursing-home residents [52]. Improving the efficacy of current influenza vaccines for the elderly population, through dose increases, biologic response modifiers, or alternative modes of delivery, is an area of ongoing research.

With regard to the newly developed H1N1 vaccine, preliminary studies indicate that the vaccine is immunogenic and safe for both healthy adults and elderly people [53]. Therefore, the vaccine should be offered to the elderly population at risk. In light of the recently reported 2009 pandemic H1N1 influenza outbreaks among long-term care facility residents, timely vaccination of both residents and health-care workers against the 2009 H1N1 strain becomes particularly important [43].

Antiviral chemoprophylaxis is another effective modality of influenza prevention. In the event of an institutional influenza outbreak, antiviral chemoprophylaxis is recommended for all residents of the affected long-term care facility, regardless of their vaccination status [30]. Chemoprophylaxis should also be considered for community-dwelling elderly at high risk for influenza-
related complications, if they had not yet been immunized at the time of influenza circulation in their community [30].

### Conclusion

Influenza, the leading cause of preventable infectious death in older adults, is still easily overlooked. Difficulties in diagnosing influenza due to altered presentation often preclude timely administration of antiviral therapy. Diminished vaccine responses in frail elderly people also undermine our ability to control this important disease. Nevertheless, influenza vaccines offer substantial reductions in hospitalizations and mortality, and our efforts to immunize the oldest patients, their health-care workers and caregivers, and other at-risk populations should increase. Finding new ways to overcome senescent immune responses and offer better vaccines for the elderly population is of utmost importance.
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